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Rug Up and Relax – All Reds Bundle 
 

$122 (Value $134) 
  
 
 

2019 Ministry of Clouds Grenache, McLaren Vale $40 

Husband and wife collaborators Julian Forwood and Bernice Ong came to the wine 
industry through a shared passion for all things wine. Purchasing high quality fruit from 
all over Australia and using minimal trickery in the winery, they set out to produce a 
wine that’s true to the grape, season and the land. This grenache comes from old 
bush vines in McLaren Vale, with a deep core of red and purple fruit, violets and 
herbal tones with a nice line of acid retaining freshness.  

 

2018 Castelsina Chianti, Tuscany, Italy $26 

There couldn’t be a more perfect wine to pair with a delicious bowl of fresh pasta and 
ragù. With its red fruit, spice and great structure, we bet this chianti will impress you. 
Sangiovese fermented in stainless steel and finished with time in old oak, this is a 
beautiful ambassador of Tuscan terroir. 

 

2017 Craiglee JADV Shiraz, Sunbury, Victoria $41 

Flanked by border collies in the vineyard, ever understated, Craiglee’s Pat Carmody 
grew up on the Sunbury property and decided to plant shiraz vines out there after 
John Brown of Brown Brothers paid them a visit and suggested they do so. Forty 
years on, Pat with his wife Dianne produce one of Australia's best examples of cool 
climate shiraz. JADV refers to the use of the Rhône recipe of adding ‘just a dash of 
viognier’ to younger though still formidable, Sunbury shiraz fruit.  

 

2019 Chalmers Nero D’Avola, Heathcote, Vic $27 

One nero d’avola vine imported by the Chalmers family back in 2001 is now 
responsible for more than 200,000 plantings across Australia.  This Sicilian heavy lifter 
highlights vibrant and juicy cherry and raspberry fruit, contrasted by savoury dried 
herb and charry notes. Perfect for just drinking or with some snacks.  

 
  
 


